Week 1 TEXTILES

Year 9 tasks: Mood board
What is a mood board? A mood board is a range of pictures that
overlap each other to form one large picture. There should be no
gaps on your page in between your pictures.
Please see the example below.
Create 1xA4 mood board on one of the following topics based on
which subject area you are currently studying in school at the
moment. A minimum of 10 images please.
Areas of study
TEXTILES:
Products made from
recycled plastic

Week 2 Textiles
Look at the work of this designer
• TEXTILES:
• Boyan Slat:
• https://theoceancleanup.com/milestones/ho
w-it-all-began/
• What is this about? Summarise an
understanding of this new idea and product,
what does it do? Do you think this is effective?

Plastic Oceans read through the slides and try all the activities

Week 3 TEXTILES

The six Rs
Unit 4 Common specialist technical principles

Hierarchy of sustainability
• Working our way
down this hierarchy
we can make more
sustainable design
and buying choices
• Why are Refuse and
Rethink placed at the top?
• What’s so bad about
recycling?
• Answer these 2 important questions the best you can

Week 4

Year 9 task: Designer Brands and Sustainability in Textiles Mrs A
Areas of study
TEXTILES:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtBLXll2FNE

•Watch this video clip of Nike a few times first
•Summarise what is happening in the video in your own words?
•Optional – Make a new Design Idea using recycled plastic waste from bottles –what would your product be? Draw and label…

Link Video Nike [1m41s].url

Week 5 Year 9 Areas of study TEXTILES:

Test your knowledge so far in the Plastic Ocean Project by having a go at these
questions in any order
 Think about the 6R’s – Name one and then explain how it could be incorporated into a new idea for
a product?
 Name any fabric which is made using plastic? (1)
 Facts on plastic - Tick true statements cross false statements?
 Burning of fossil fuels harmful for the atmosphere
 Natural from plants
 Oil based
 Chemicals are added
 Non finite source
 It is biodegradable

Look at these products all made of plastic waste - analyse 3 using the questions
The most common type of recycled plastic is PET bottles. To be reused, the bottles are sorted, cleaned and stripped
of labels and caps, melted down into little pellets and then spun into yarn to make garments.
From swimwear to snow wear and leggings to backpacks, some companies who are making something useful out of
all of our plastic waste, and

saving it from landfill.

Analysis Q’s
Use full sentences to answer.
•What do you like and dislike
- why?
•What age group are they
aimed at? Why?
•What is the surface like? can
you see if any?
•Describe the theme or trend
you see?
•Explain your opinion of the
shape and style?
•What could you do with the
product it when it is no
longer wanted? What could it
become? Think back to the
6Rs which could you use and
why?

